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Wine Institute is non-profit trade association of nearly 1,000 California wineries; CA produces
89% of all domestic wine. About 40% of PLCB revenue comes from wine, and CA wine
comprises about 53% of PLCB wine sales by volume and revenue. We are, therefore,
particularly interested in how PLCB prices our products . After summarizing how PLCB uses
flexible pricing, I'll offer a specific example of why Wine Institute opposed it in 2016 and
continues to push for limits on its use in Pennsylvania. Finally, I'll propose tools that further the
legislative intent of the General Assembly under Act 39, tools that increase the transparency of
pricing negotiations with suppliers and ensure that PLCB does not abuse the discretion they
have been given to negotiate prices going forward.

"NEGOTIATIONS" under FLEXIBLE PRICING
PA is a "control" state for wine and spirits with a mandatory distribution system where CA
wineries may only sell to brokers who sell to the wholesaler, PLCB, which then sells to retailers
(including its own stores), which can finally sell alcohol to you and me. PLCB is the exclusive
wholesaler of all alcohol into PA. To sell any wine in a store here, out-of-state wineries MUST
go through PLCB. In "license" states, wineries choose between several private wholesalers
who compete for their business . PLCB has a monopoly over wholesale distribution . It's
important to note that there is no equal bargaining power when suppliers negotiate with a
monopoly. Suppliers either accept PLCB's terms or risks losing a lucrative wine market.
Under "flexible pricing" PLCB negotiates the cost and markup on every item, keeping the details
of such negotiations confidential. It provides no schedule or justification for the categories or
brands it targets for price changes and gives little lead time for suppliers to respond to notice of
intended price changes. Indeed, this may be how private wholesalers in license states operate,
but PLCB is not a private wholesaler. Wineries don't have the choice to do business with
another wholesaler as they do in license states when faced with unreasonable pricing
pressures. PLCB is a government agency delegated authority by this Legislature to participate
in the alcohol sales marketplace. Since enactment of Act 39 in August 2016, PLCB has
changed both their method of pricing alcohol, and the level of transparency surrounding this
activity. Little remains to ensure the accountability all expect from business dealings with a
governmental body. More importantly, little remains to ensure the Legislature's ability to audit
price negotiations of PLCB.
Sonoma State University's Wine Business Institute indicates that pricing influences 72% of
consumer wine buying decisions, so CA wineries are heavily vested in how our products are
priced everywhere, and with PLCB's pricing model in particular. And since retail pricing is so
sensitive, negotiations between wineries and PLCB over the cost of goods always start with a
specific retail price at PLCB stores -- the "suggested retail price" -- which PLCB has complete
discretion to set and change.
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Prior to Act 39/Act 85, suppliers examined the national wine market and competitor's prices to
target a retail price point, then backed out to the PA wholesale cost, since all products were
subject to the same mark-up. At that time, everyone knew the markup and could figure out
PLC B's cost of goods. Then , wineries knew details about their own brands, but could also figure
out at what price their competitors were selling wine to PLCB. This was an effective system of
commercial checks and balances that ensure d PLCB wasn't picking which brands woLJfd be
winners and which would be losers.

THE PROBLEM with FLEXIBLE PRICING
Here's a specific example of how everyone has lost In the era of flexible pricing negotiations:
PLCB identified one high-volume, va lue brand as being "under-priced", ra ising the retail price by
$1 two different times within a short period. Eventually the supplier noticed a decline in sales.
PLCB hadn't justified the need for raising the retail price and agreed to a partlal reduction when
this supplier asked. However, PLCB asked the supplier for a new, lower cost of goods going
forward . In short, that supplier had to "buy down" their own wine's retail price, eliminating any
available supplier funding for "price supports" normally devoted to marketing that brand. Jn this
case, consumers paid more for their wine and sales decline due to less promotion. Wine
Institute members have described other scenarios where they took financial hits from flexible
pricing ranging from $100,000 to over $1 million.
A hancJful of PLCB buyers cannot be expected to do the pricing work that hundreds of winery
sales teams have done for decades LJsing national sales data. PLCB is making forecasting and
pri cing rnistakes that suppliers are having to underwrite. W ith flexible prici ng, PLCB can
negotiate a lower wholesale cost for suppliers on the front end of the transaction, then raise the
retail price on the back side . All the new money at PLCB is supplier margin; their term for
flexible pricing is "margin optimization." Suppliers are currently providing PLCB a lifeline in the
form of lower cost of goods that are covering rising operational costs. However, there is a limit
to how much suppliers can do before sales start to reflect the impact.
There's no question that PLCB is spending less money under flexible pricing to acquire alcohol
to sell. However, there are plenty of questions about whether this benefit will result in higher
consumer prices, unsustainably higher margins at PLCB or both. We must ask PLCB to clearly
list how it is using additional monies to invest in the system to improve sa les.
FLEXIBLE PRICING is NOT VOLUME DISCOUNTING
Flexible pricing is not to be confused with volume discounting , a useful tool to generate
additional sales where discounts on the wholesale cost of goods are passed along to
consumers via lower retail prices. With th is discount, a winery sells more product at a lower cost
to a wholesaler with savings passed along through retailers to consumers, who buy more wine
at lower prices. Alf parties - winery, wholesaler and retailer - sell more wine and make more
money. There is no such requirement under Act 39 and PLCB is not using volume discounts this
way. Lower expenditures for reduced costs of goods are being absorbed into higher PLCB
operating costs, but PA consumers are not seeing the benefits. We would like the General
Assembly to require that PLCB pass along reduced wholesale costs from suppliers to
consumers by lowering retail prices.
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LOSS OF TRANSPARENCY and ACCOUNTABILITY in PRICING
When the Legislature passed Act 39/Act 85, it did not intend for flexible pricing to apply to all
PLCB products. Nor did the General Assembly intend to remove the level of transparency and
accountability that all expect from PLCB as a government agency. However, this is what has
happened . Act 39 allowed PLCB to price the "150 best selling items" in a manner that
"maximizes the return on the sale". Under Act 85, this went from best-selling "items" tdt4brands
and product types." In March 2018 PLCB asked these Committees for legislative authority to
extend flexible pricing to all their listed items; this was not granted. Shortly thereafter, PLCB
exercised administrative discretion to extend flexible pricing to ALL listed items. The statutory
limit on flexible pricing for the top 150 brands and product types has been ignored and the
General Assembly has lost the ability to audit the pricing practices of PLCB. What started as an
effort to allow flexible pricing on 150 wine items is now flexible pricing for all 2,594 wine items.
Nor did anything in Act 39/Act 85 eliminate the expectation of transparency surrounding the cost
of goods or the application of a markup. In fact, the language of Act 39 suggests a tooPfur
legislative oversight that is not being utilized by PLCB. It requires PLCB to publish on i~':Web
site "a listing of the wholesale and PA liquor store retail prices." To comply with this, today
PLCB merely directs one to a quarterly retail price listing and a footnote that wholesale prices
are calculated by taking 10% off the PLCB retail price. Indeed, retail licensees receive a 10%
discount when buying products from the Board . The Legislature intended to make public the
wholesale prices PLCB pays on the front end of buying transactions, not the wholesale price
they offer retailers on the back end, a simple 10% reduction.
Only with greater transparency and public access to the wholesale cost of goods can the
Legislature and suppliers determine if PLCB is treating suppliers fairly and consistently under
Act 39. For these reasons, Wine Institute supports the following limits on use of flexible pricing :

1. Require PLCB to create a Supplier Advisory Committee to initially draft and
annually revisit a written public policy governing all aspects of flexible pricing to:
a. create an annual schedule of when the wholesale cost of each category of
products (e.g . chardonnay, 3-liter products, etc.) will be renegotiated
b. set limits on how often PLCB and suppliers can request a change to the
retail price of each listed item
c. set floors/ceilings, by percentage or dollars, on how much the retail price
can be raised or lowered at one time
d. require PLCB to give suppliers and suppliers to give PLCB written notice at
least 30 days in advance of an intention to change a retail price, and
e. create a minimum time for how long every item must be sold at a new price.
2. Require that PLCB pass along lower wholesale costs based on volume discount
purchases to consumers.
3. Prohibit the wholesale cost of any one product/brand from being tied to or
contingent upon the wholesale cost of any other product/brand.
4. Require PLCB to list on their web site, as Act 39 currently requires, the wholesale
FOB/cost of acquisition for all listed products, as well as the retail price at which
those products are sold in PLCB stores each year.
5. Eliminate flexible pricing in PA or restrict flexible pricing to the initial legislative
intent of applying to only the top 150 best~selling wine items.
6. Require PLCB to submit, as part of their annual report to these Committees, a
comparison of the current retail price that consumers pay on every item sold by
PLCB to prices from the previous year(s).
For further information, contact Terri Cofer Beirne, Eastern Counsel at tbeirne@wioeinslilute.org or (804) 301-5505 .
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